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Discover our world of KORTA products.





"This catalog is about a hedonistic adventure we want to
take you to."  

 
"We only design and create products that we enjoy

ourselves."

Stefano Ladavac
Co-founder & CEO
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ISTRIA

Every now and then, life
surprises us by reminding us
how beautiful it can be. Rich
in colors and excitement, full
of joy and delight, very
simple, cheerful. Sometimes
we experience that moment
while grilling with friends, in
an evening walk with the
person we love, with the
smell of morning coffee...

But what if we told you that
this is not about the moment
at all, but about the place?
About the place where you
are always at your best. TThe
place that invites you to be
spontaneous, daring, and
smiling. The place where you
feel life as it should be. That
place is called Istria.

The place that inspires us.
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NATURAL STONE

Inspired by the materials we
are surrounded with and
guided by the knowledge
and experience in stone
manufacturing of our
ancestors, the way to start
was with the Istrian stone.
Local quarries that supplied
the stone for the
construction of Venetian
architecture are the same
ones used today as a source
for our materials.

We always choose materials
that share the same
characteristics:  durability,
quality, and beauty. Natural
stone has excellent technical
and mechanical properties in
terms of absorption, freezing,
and wear. It is incredibly
durable and available in
various types of finishing:
polished, sandblasted, or 
 burnt.

The inspiration, the material.
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OUR PHILOSOPHY

Coming from the Italian
heritage of enjoying the
lifestyle of outdoor living
thanks to the climate,
landscape, and architecture
based on surrounding
materials, Istria - the region we
live and create in, still
preserves the tradition. Our
mission is to ennoble it by
delighting you with our
products.

We are creating unique
ambients around the globe.
Our brand reflects an elegantly
casual lifestyle, where  you can
find products for the mind and
body to relax. Relaxation is the
key to our well-being. We
accomplish it with the designs  
that combine comfort, quality,
and aesthetic pleasure,
keeping always the clients'
specific requirements in mind. 

At KORTA our mission has
always been to encourage
people to sense harmony at
home and wherever they are.
This approach resonates with
both hospitality and wellness
projects. Our general desire is
that each outdoor living space,
spa zone, becomes an
experience of the Istrian
lifestyle.

Our doors are open to
timelessly stunning exteriors
where products, together with
nature set the mood, just the
way you want them to. This is
what it’s about, creating
atmospheres where we can
take hold of life and feel that
we are here to live it, enjoy it
and fill it with hedonistic
sensations.

Mediterranean roots, passion for life, sun, and beautiful design.
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At KORTA, we consider
aspects beyond shape and
aesthetics and instead pay
more attention to the form
of interactions that take
place between human
beings, objects, and spaces.

We are questioning the
ecological values, and the
perceptual and emotional
experiences that the unique
materiality of products can
deliver.

KORTA uncovers over-
looked spaces, experiences,
materials, and processes in
day-to-day life.
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Our design charrettes, in
which several participants
meet to share ideas, as well
as brainstorm solutions, are
an example of transparency
and collaboration.

We are always looking
ahead, evaluating processes
and outcomes that are
most reliable and needed
for a better future, and
becoming agents of
tradition and convertion.

We encourage all our
people to be active
participants in the design
process, carrying ideas and
suggestions for new
product development.
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The freedom to be yourself.

kȏrta f <G pl kȍrāta/-i>
DEFINITION

a fenced outdoor area, backyard or patio
ETYMOLOGY

ital. corte

KORTA

KORTA is based on the Mediterranean
heritage of joy of outdoor living and
aims to spread this lifestyle 
 worldwide. Korta is a place of
gathering and celebrating special
moments, and a place to relax. We
believe that everyone in the world
deserves a korta filled with products
with which they will feel comfortable
and connected to.

We want to create a place for you
where you can unwind, where you can
feel the sun and get a sense of the
Istrian lifestyle. Can you imagine the
value of an hour of relaxation in your
backyard? We make our products for
these precious moments. There are
unlimited possibilities and finishes for
every style in the selection of our
products and accessories. 



We established an international reputation for designing meaningful and inspiring
products that connect people to place, elevate the human experience, strengthen the

spirit of community, and exceed expectations. Since our beginnings, we prioritize
staying true to our values to create a strong sense of a product that resonates with

nature, humans, and places on an emotional level.
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THE STORY
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Legacy.



Working with stone and similar
materials is in the family blood.
Our legacy is dating back to 1995
when Stefano's grandfather and
father started a business of
processing natural stone. Their
experience has been transferred
to him, and he used it to create
the first outdoor shower made
of stone. His father is still active
and is working as our
manufacturing advisor. We
believe that it is crucial to have
someone with experience on
board. 

We always deliver products of 
 the very best quality. All our
products are carefully 
 engineered, manufactured, and
internally tested; ensuring that
they abide by our high
standards of quality and
performance. All of that to
deliver the very best solutions to
our clients. Most of our products
are designed in-house, while
Sandro Užila, with whom we
share the same values and
philosophy, is the creator of
particular design collections.
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Heritage.
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1995.
 

Franko and Sandro
Ladavac opened their

small craft for the
production and stone

processing.  

2017.
 

Stefano Ladavac
founded Infinity Luxury
d.o.o. and made the first
outdoor shower made

of stone.

2018.
 

The first shower was
sold, and the customer

was Dejan Lovren - a
Croatian national

football team player.
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2019.
 

Miloš Jarić joined the
company as an investor.
We completed the first
project co-financed by

EU funds to the amount
of € 200,000.

2021.
 

Marko & Nikola Jurman
became partners and

invested in the
company to develop a
world-known brand.

2022.
 

We created KORTA, our
new brand that gathers
all together: our place,

our legacy, our material,
and who we are. 
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“I think the design chose me. I
believe that everything can be
accomplished with work, effort,
and perseverance. With my love

to design, I do my best to
complete everything a person

can imagine.”

Sandro Užila
Founder of Wave studio
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The one with ideas.



I understand that you are the one who will use KORTA products
every day. You will wake up close to them, and use them to relax
and enjoy. So, like a good pair of shoes, they have to fit you and

your way of living perfectly. I take the time to listen to what others
have to say, so I can understand every individual's unique product
requirement. This way, I can be sure that when I create a custom

product design, I know that it will fit you perfectly. 
 

Everything that I do is made with pure love and happiness. I hope
you will recognize it and enjoy every inch of the products I

designed for KORTA.
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Our strength is to delight in our
uniqueness and courage in working with
our hands, however at the same time
accept new, better ways, and make the
best of it. We enjoy playing with robust
materials, elegant proportions, and
unrivaled comfort, taking inspiration from
nature's finest and purest elements with
careful detailing and harmonious shapes.

Manual processing allows us to dedicate
ourselves to each piece we carefully create.
Thanks to the final hand finish, each
product that reaches the client is
personalized and one of a kind.

HAND-MADE
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Location: KORTA production facility                                                 Material: Marazzi Porcelain slabs
Product: ODINO outdoor shower

Touch of passion.



Manufacturer: Donatoni Macchine                                                                        Machine: CNC 625 JET
Perfect for: marble and porcelain cutting
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PREMIUM 
TECHNOLOGY
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Resonate with nature, humans, and places. 
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COLLECTIONS
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TERRA MAGICA
The Terra Magica Collection is made of the
material we are most proud of, Istrian
Kanfanar. Strong stone, resistant to water
corrosion. Because of that, it was chosen in
Venice as the foundation material to
intercept rising damp and tidal water in the
canals, and the facades of many Venetian
monuments such as the Ducal Palace and
many Renaissance and Baroque churches
owe their good conservation to it. You can
enjoy all of its characteristics in the Terra
Magica collection.

The first association with Istria is always the expression Terra Magica. It is this magical
region of Croatia that contains a unique combination of nature, landscape, and a relaxed
way of life. The experience of authentic gastronomic and visual delights and
Mediterranean openness have made Istria a heaven of inclusion and welcome for all
hedonists.
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Polished / Sandblasted+brushed / Flamed+brushed
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Product: Outdoor shower Marbella                                                                        
Processing: sandblasted+brushed
Code: TMOSMSB
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Product: Outdoor shower Odino
Processing: sandblasted+brushed
Code: TMOSOSB

Product: Outdoor shower Marbella
Processing: polished
Code: TMOSMP
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Product: Outdoor shower Marbella
Processing: polished

Code: TMOSMP



Product: Coffee table Ponte                                                                     
Processing: sandblasted+brushed
Code: TMCFPSB

Product: Side table Dipinto                                         
Processing: flamed+brushed
Code: TMSTDFB
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Product: Planter Cara                                                                      
Processing: polished
Code: TMPCP

ACCESSORIES
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GROTA
Grota means stone. The Grota Collection is
made of Plano stone, an excellent choice for
the outdoors, thanks to its low porosity. No
matter the outdoor weather conditions or
moisture, it does not change its color and
remains forever unique, recognizable, and
elegant, making it the perfect material for
our outdoor products.

Our design comes with a strong identity. We enjoy playing with robust materials, elegant
proportions, and unrivaled comfort, taking inspiration from nature's finest and purest
elements with careful detailing and harmonious shapes. Every part is devoted to adding
an intimate and personal touch to your garden and patio.
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Product: Outdoor shower Marbella
Processing: rigato
Code: GOSMR

Product: Coffe table Ponte
Processing: rigato
Code: GCTPXLR



Polished 
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Rigato
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Product: Outdoor shower Marbella
Processing: polished

Code: GOSMP
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Product: Outdoor shower Odino
Processing: polished
Code: GOSOP
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Product: Outdoor shower Marbella
Processing: polished

Code: GOSMP



Product: Coffee table Ponte                                                                     
Processing: polished
Code: GCTPP

ACCESSORIES
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Product: Planter Cara                                                 
Processing: rigato
Code: GPCR

Product: Side table Dipinto                                         
Processing: Polished
Code: GSTDP
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Product: Outdoor shower Marbella                                                                     
Processing: polished
Code: SSOSMP
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SAN SEBASTIAN
The San Sebastian collection is made of the
Avorio stone, also known as the Brač stone.
Brač is a Croatian island in the Adriatic Sea
from where, ever since ancient times, stone
has been dug out at the stone excavation
sites. The stone from the island Brač have
been used for building some of the well-
known world structures. It was used in
decorating the vestibule of the United
Nations building in New York. With the San
Sebastian collection, you can have a piece of
world-famous stone in your backyard.

One of the greatest advantages of this natural stone is its elegant and Mediterranean
appearance. The beige color and the texture of the natural stone convey a
Mediterranean atmosphere that brings the south into your own four walls and outdoor
areas. Let yourself be inspired by the high quality, elegance, and beauty of this natural
stone and discover the many possible uses of Avorio - whether as a shower, side table,
coffee table, or planters, anything is possible with this stone.
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Product: Side table Dipinto / Coffee table  Ponte                                                                 
Processing: polished
Code: SSSTDP / SSCTPP



Polished











ITALIANA
Our Italiana collection of elegant well-being
products will transform space into an
outdoor relaxing zone – thanks to a
passionate quest for suitable materials and
modern, timeless design that is effortlessly
stylish.
With a selection of atmospheres we
nourished at KORTA, we support our
partners to create dreams. The Italiana
collection delivers customized solutions for
projects of any range or volume, anywhere in
the world.

The porcelain slabs we use come from Marazzi, the Italian manufacturer with whom we
established a strong friendship and partnership. Marazzi was founded in 1935 at
Sassuolo, and today symbolizes the best Italian style and manufacturing in the interior
decoration and design sector.
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Product: Outdoor shower Marbella
Processing: Saint Laurent SAT
Code: IOSMSLS
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Statuario / Smoke / Sahara Noir
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Golden White / Saint Laurent / Grigio Carico



Product: Coffee table Ponte                                                                     
Processing: Sahara Noir SATIN
Code: ICTPSNS / ICTPSNS

Product: Side table Dipinto                                         
Processing: Golden White LUX
Code: ISTDGWL
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Product: Planter Cara                                                                      
Processing: Grigio Carico SAT
Code: IPCGCS

ACCESSORIES
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DESIGNER'S HUB



If you love to create spaces with soul, places that feel good to be in, let this be a
place you can come to be inspired, stumble upon things that you love, crank

some good tunes, and steal a few ideas and tricks along the way.



PRODUCT
DIMENSIONS
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SPECIFICATION
SHEETS



SPECIFICATION FEATURES - MARBELLA

Shower System
Consists of:
- 4 flexible knitted hose ½’’
- 2-way mixing mechanism with faucet and handle designed by Mariner
Rubinetterie
- Ecotech shower head by Mariner Rubinetterie which enables water savings
up to 50 %
- The informed Nattura S shower catalyst whith beneficial well being effects

This basic system is subject to change depending on chosen additions.

Water Pressure 
- Min = 2 bar ∼ 29 PSI [lb/in2] 
- Max = 4 bar ∼ 58 PSI [lb/in2]

Operating Voltage
- 24VDC

Maintenance
Regularly clean with soft cloth.

Usage
- Outdoor/Indoor

Delivery Box Dimensions & Weight
- 2533 x 1068 x 740 mm ∼ 100 x 42 x 29 in (Length x Height x Width)
- 33 kg / 73 lbs

Warranty
3 years warranty regarding defects in material and shower system.

IPX4 degree of protection

Foundation Type:
2 options for shower installation:
- Existing floor, floor covering and drain - installation using chemical dowel and
anchor bolts
- On site foundation pouring with inlayed plate and threaded anchor rods
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SPECIFICATION FEATURES - ODINO

Shower System
Consists of:
- 4 flexible knitted hose ½’’
- 2-way mixing mechanism with faucet and handle designed by Mariner
Rubinetterie
- Ecotech shower head by Mariner Rubinetterie which enables water savings
up to 50 %
- The informed Nattura S shower catalyst whith beneficial well being effects

This basic system is subject to change depending on chosen additions.

Water Pressure 
- Min = 2 bar ∼ 29 PSI [lb/in2] 
- Max = 4 bar ∼ 58 PSI [lb/in2]

Operating Voltage
- 24VDC

Maintenance
Regularly clean with soft cloth.

Usage
- Outdoor

Delivery Box Dimensions & Weight
- 2533 x 1600 x 710 mm ∼ 100 x 63 x 28 in (Length x Height x Width)
- 67 kg / 148 lbs

Warranty
3 years warranty regarding defects in material and shower system.

IPX4 degree of protection

Foundation Type:
Shower installation:
- Existing floor, floor covering and drain - installation using chemical dowel and
anchor bolts,
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CODES &
PRODUCTION

TIME



Product category
 

Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Outdoor shower
Coffee table XL
Coffee table L
Coffee table XL
Coffee table L
Coffee table XL
Coffee table L
Coffee table XL
Coffee table L
Coffee table XL
Coffee table L
Coffee table XL
Coffee table L
Coffee table XL
Coffee table L
Coffee table XL
Coffee table L
Coffee table XL
Coffee table L
Coffee table XL
Coffee table L
Coffee table XL
Coffee table L
Coffee table XL
 

Name

Marbella
Marbella
Marbella
Marbella
Marbella
Marbella
Marbella
Marbella
Marbella
Marbella
Marbella
Marbella
Odino
Odino
Odino
Odino
Odino
Odino
Odino
Odino
Odino
Odino
Odino
Odino
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte
Ponte

Proccessing
 

Polished
Sandblasted+brushed
Flammed+brushed
Polished
Rigato
Polished
Statuario SATIN
Smoke NAT
Sahara Noir SATIN
Golden White LUX
Saint Laurent SATIN
Grigio Carico SAT
Polished
Sandblasted+brushed
Flammed+brushed
Polished
Rigato
Polished
Statuario SATIN
Smoke NAT
Sahara Noir SATIN
Golden White LUX
Saint Laurent SATIN
Grigio Carico LUX
Polished
Polished
Sandblasted+brushed
Sandblasted+brushed
Flammed+brushed
Flammed+brushed
Polished
Polished
Rigato
Rigato
Polished
Polished
Statuario SATIN
Statuario SATIN
Smoke NAT
Smoke NAT
Sahara Noir SATIN
Sahara Noir SATIN
Golden White LUX
Golden White LUX
Saint Laurent SATIN
Saint Laurent SATIN
Grigio Carico SAT

Code
 

TMOSMP
TMOSMSB
TMOSMFB
GOSMP
GOSMR
SSOSMP
IOSMSS
IOSMSN
IOSMSNS
IOSMGWL
IOSMSLS
IOSMGCS
TMOSOP
TMOSOSB
TMOSOFB
GOSOP
GOSOR
SSOSOP
IOSOSS
IOSOSN
IOSOSNS
IOSOGWL
IOSOSLS
IOSOGCS
TMCTPXLP
TMCTPLP
TMCTPXLSB
TMCTPLSB
TMCTPXLFB
TMCTPLFB
GCTPXLP
GCTPLP
GCTPXLR
GCTPLR
SSCTPXLP
SSCTPLP
ICTPXLSS
ICTPLSS
ICTPXLSN
ICTPLSN
ICTPXLSNS
ICTPLSNS
ICTPXLGWL
ICTPLGWL
ICTPXLSLS
ICTPLSLS
ICTPXLGCS

Material
 

Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Plano
Plano
Avorio
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Plano
Plano
Avorio
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Plano
Plano
Plano
Plano
Avorio
Avorio
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi

Delivery time
 

2 weeks
2 weeks
10 weeks
6 weeks
10 weeks
2 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
4 weeks
4 weeks
12 weeks
8 weeks
12 weeks
4 weeks
4-12 weeks
4-12 weeks
4-12 weeks
4-12 weeks
4-12 weeks
4-12 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
10 weeks
10 weeks
6 weeks
6 weeks
10 weeks
10 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks



Product category
 

Coffee table L
Side table
Side table
Side table
Side table
Side table
Side table
Side table
Side table
Side table
Side table
Side table
Side table
Planter O
Planter I
Planter O
Planter I
Planter O
Planter I
Planter O
Planter I
Planter O
Planter I
Planter O
Planter I
Planter O
Planter I
Planter O
Planter I
Planter O
Planter I
Planter O
Planter I
Planter O
Planter I
Planter O
Planter I

        

Name

Ponte
Dipinto
Dipinto
Dipinto
Dipinto
Dipinto
Dipinto
Dipinto
Dipinto
Dipinto
Dipinto
Dipinto
Dipinto
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara
Cara

Proccessing
 

Grigio Carico SAT
Polished
Sandblasted+brushed
Flammed + brushed
Polished
Rigato
Polished
Statuario SATIN
Smoke NAT
Sahara Noir SATIN
Golden White LUX
Saint Laurent SATIN
Grigio Carico SAT
Polished
Polished
Sandblasted+brushe
Sandblasted+brushe
Flammed + brushed
Flammed + brushed
Polished
Polished
Rigato
Rigato
Polished
Polished
Statuario SATIN
Statuario SATIN
Smoke NAT
Smoke NAT
Sahara Noir SATIN
Sahara Noir SATIN
Golden White LUX
Golden White LUX
Saint Laurent SATIN
Saint Laurent SATIN
Grigio Carico LUX
Grigio Carico LUX

-

Code
 

ICTPLGCS
TMSTDP
TMSTDSB
TMSTDFB
GSTDP
GSTDR
SSSTDP
ISTDSS
ISTDSN
ISTDSNS
ISTDGWL
ISTDSLS
ISTDGCS
TMPCOP
TMPCIP
TMPCOSB
TMPCISB
TMPCOFB
TMPCIFB
GPCOP
GPCIP
GPCOR
GPCIR
SSPCOP
SSPCIP
IPCOSS
IPCISS
IPCOSN
IPCISN
IPCOSNS
IPCISNS
IPCOGWL
IPCIGWL
IPCOSLS
IPCISLS
IPCOGCL
IPCIGCL

 

Material
 

Marazzi
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Plano
Plano
Avorio
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Kanfanar
Plano
Plano
Plano
Plano
Avorio
Avorio
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi
Marazzi

Delivery time
 

2-10 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
10 weeks
6 weeks
10 weeks
2 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
10 weeks
10 weeks
6 weeks
6 weeks
10 weeks
10 weeks
2 weeks
2 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks
2-10 weeks

ADDITIONS

Product/service

Ambient LED light
Water tank 15 l /  4 gal
Anti-frost heating cable
Logo engraving
Cover
XL shower head 

Available for/in

All showers in collections TM, G, and SS
All showers in collection Italiana
All showers in all collections
All showers in all collections
All showers in all collections
For ODINO in all collections

Codes

L
WT
HC
LE
 C
XLS
 

Delivery time
 

2 weeks
4 weeks
6 weeks
1 week
6-8 weeks
5 weeks



OTHER
MATERIALS



MARBLE - DANSK MARBLE

Andersen Green Calacatta Viola Grigio Ardesio

Giallo Siena Moncervetto Nero Cattani

Portoro Verde Alpi Rosso Levanto
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PORCELAIN SLABS - MARAZZI

Brera Grey Bianco Arni Capraia

Ceppo di  Gré Imperiale Elegant Black

Limestone Sand Terrazzo Grey Verde Borgogna
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HPL - FUNDERMAX

Tyrol Pine Riverside Prado Agate Grey

Dark Afro Light Afro Barrique Oak

Phoneix Reggae Corro
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CERTIFICATES
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And this is how it all started...





INFINITY LUXURY D.O.O.

+385 52 743 776
info@kortadesign.com
www.kortadesign.com 


